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Anatomy of a Miracle
During the Second World War American war planners
conducted one of the most important medical initiatives of the
century and attempted to find a cure for malaria. The project
tasked dozens of the country's top research scientists and
university labs, and new drugs were tested on mental health
patients and convicted criminals. The trials caused hundreds
of deaths. The Malaria Project is the complete story behind
this dark tale of science, medicine and war.
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The Ascent of George Washington
America’s Miracle Man in Vietnam rethinks the motivations
behind one of the most ruinous foreign-policy decisions of the
postwar era: America’s commitment to preserve an
independent South Vietnam under the premiership of Ngo
Dinh Diem. The so-called Diem experiment is usually
ascribed to U.S. anticommunism and an absence of other
candidates for South Vietnam’s highest office. Challenging
those explanations, Seth Jacobs utilizes religion and race as
categories of analysis to argue that the alliance with Diem
cannot be understood apart from America’s mid-century
religious revival and policymakers’ perceptions of Asians.
Jacobs contends that Diem’s Catholicism and the extent to
which he violated American notions of “Oriental” passivity
and moral laxity made him a more attractive ally to
Washington than many non-Christian South Vietnamese with
greater administrative experience and popular support. A
diplomatic and cultural history, America’s Miracle Man in
Vietnam draws on government archives, presidential libraries,
private papers, novels, newspapers, magazines, movies, and
television and radio broadcasts. Jacobs shows in detail how,
in the 1950s, U.S. policymakers conceived of Cold War
anticommunism as a crusade in which Americans needed to
combine with fellow Judeo-Christians against an adversary
dangerous as much for its atheism as for its military might. He
describes how racist assumptions that Asians were culturally
unready for democratic self-government predisposed
Americans to excuse Diem’s dictatorship as necessary in
“the Orient.” By focusing attention on the role of American
religious and racial ideologies, Jacobs makes a crucial
contribution to our understanding of the disastrous
commitment of the United States to “sink or swim with Ngo
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Dinh Diem.”

Dear Edward
“Funny, bigheartedMiles specializes in giving fully rounded
humanity to characters who might elsewhere be treated as
stock figurespitch-perfect.” — New York Times Book Review
"Miles is a writer so virtuosic that readers will feel themselves
becoming better, more observant people from reading him." —
Los Angeles Review of Books A profound new novel about a
paralyzed young man’s unexplainable recovery—a stunning
exploration of faith, science, mystery, and the meaning of life
Rendered paraplegic after a traumatic event four years ago,
Cameron Harris has been living his new existence alongside
his sister, Tanya, in their battered Biloxi, Mississippi
neighborhood where only half the houses made it through
Katrina. One stiflingly hot August afternoon, as Cameron sits
waiting for Tanya during their daily run to the Biz-E-Bee
convenience store, he suddenly and inexplicably rises up and
out of his wheelchair. In the aftermath of this “miracle,”
Cameron finds himself a celebrity at the center of a
contentious debate about what’s taken place. And when
scientists, journalists, and a Vatican investigator start digging,
Cameron’s deepest secrets—the key to his injury, to his
identity, and, in some eyes, to the nature of his
recovery—become increasingly endangered. Was Cameron’s
recovery a genuine miracle, or a medical breakthrough? And,
finding himself transformed into a symbol, how can he hope
to retain his humanity? Brilliantly written as closely observed
journalistic reportage and filtered through a wide lens that
encompasses the vibrant characters affected by Cameron’s
story, Anatomy of a Miracle will be read, championed, and
celebrated as a powerful story of our time, and the work of a
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America and the Japanese Miracle
The Miracle of Amsterdam presents a “cultural biography” of
a Dutch devotional manifestation. According to tradition, on
the night of March 15, 1345, a Eucharistic host thrown into a
burning fireplace was found intact hours later. A chapel was
erected over the spot, and the citizens of Amsterdam became
devoted to their “Holy Stead." From the original Eucharistic
processions evolved the custom of individual devotees
walking around the chapel while praying in silence, and the
growing international pilgrimage site contributed to the rise
and prosperity of Amsterdam. With the arrival of the
Reformation, the Amsterdam Miracle became a point of
contention between Catholics and Protestants, and the
changing fortunes of this devotion provide us a front-row seat
to the challenges facing religion in the world today. Caspers
and Margry trace these transformations and their significance
through the centuries, from the Catholic medieval period
through the Reformation to the present day.

A Place for Us
Gang- and drug-related inner-city violence, with its attendant
epidemic of incarceration, is the defining crime problem in our
country. In some neighborhoods in America, one out of every
two hundred young black men is shot to death every year,
and few initiatives of government and law enforcement have
made much difference. But when David Kennedy, a selftaught and then-unknown criminologist, engineered the
"Boston Miracle" in the mid-1990s, he pointed the way toward
what few had imagined: a solution. Don't Shoot tells the story
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of Kennedy's long journey. Riding with beat cops, hanging
with gang members, and stoop-sitting with grandmothers,
Kennedy found that all parties misunderstood each other,
caught in a spiral of racialized anger and distrust. He
envisioned an approach in which everyone-gang members,
cops, and community members-comes together in what is
essentially a huge intervention. Offenders are told that the
violence must stop, that even the cops want them to stay
alive and out of prison, and that even their families support
swift law enforcement if the violence continues. In city after
city, the same miracle has followed: violence plummets, drug
markets dry up, and the relationship between the police and
the community is reset. This is a landmark book, chronicling a
paradigm shift in how we address one of America's most
shameful social problems. A riveting, page-turning read, it
combines the street vérité of The Wire, the social science of
Gang Leader for a Day, and the moral urgency and personal
journey of Fist Stick Knife Gun. But unlike anybody else,
Kennedy shows that there could be an end in sight.

Braddock's Defeat
Although American independence was no miracle, the timing
of the country’s independence and its huge scope, both
political and territorial, do seem miraculous. In The Miracle of
American Independence Jonathan R. Dull reconstructs
significant events before, during, and after the Revolutionary
War that had dramatic consequences for the future as the
colonies sought independence from Great Britain. Without
these surprising and unexpected results, Dull maintains, the
country would have turned out quite differently. The Miracle of
American Independence reimagines how the British might
have averted or overcome American independence, and how
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the fledgling country itself could have lost its independence.
Drawing on his nearly fifty years of research and a lively
imagination, Dull puts readers in a position to consider the
American Revolution from the perspective of the European
states and their monarchs. This alternative history provides a
stimulating reintroduction to one of the most exciting periods
in American and European history, proving that sometimes
reality is even stranger and more miraculous than fiction.

Whirlwind
The Miracle of American Independence
A fierce international bestseller that launched Korea’s new
feminist movement, Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982 follows one
woman’s psychic deterioration in the face of rigid misogyny.
Truly, flawlessly, completely, she became that person. In a
small, tidy apartment on the outskirts of the frenzied
metropolis of Seoul lives Kim Jiyoung. A thirtysomething-yearold “millennial everywoman,” she has recently left her whitecollar desk job—in order to care for her newborn daughter fulltime—as so many Korean women are expected to do. But she
quickly begins to exhibit strange symptoms that alarm her
husband, parents, and in-laws: Jiyoung impersonates the
voices of other women—alive and even dead, both known and
unknown to her. As she plunges deeper into this psychosis,
her discomfited husband sends her to a male psychiatrist. In
a chilling, eerily truncated third-person voice, Jiyoung’s entire
life is recounted to the psychiatrist—a narrative infused with
disparate elements of frustration, perseverance, and
submission. Born in 1982 and given the most common name
for Korean baby girls, Jiyoung quickly becomes the unfavored
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sister to her princeling little brother. Always, her behavior is
policed by the male figures around her—from the elementary
school teachers who enforce strict uniforms for girls, to the
coworkers who install a hidden camera in the women’s
restroom and post their photos online. In her father’s eyes, it
is Jiyoung’s fault that men harass her late at night; in her
husband’s eyes, it is Jiyoung’s duty to forsake her career to
take care of him and their child—to put them first. Jiyoung’s
painfully common life is juxtaposed against a backdrop of an
advancing Korea, as it abandons “family planning” birth
control policies and passes new legislation against gender
discrimination. But can her doctor flawlessly, completely cure
her, or even discover what truly ails her? Rendered in
minimalist yet lacerating prose, Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982 sits
at the center of our global #MeToo movement and announces
the arrival of writer of international significance.

The Point of It All
Bruchko and the Motilone Miracle, the powerful sequel to
Bruce Olson's best-selling missionary classic, Bruchko, is a
remarkable tale of adventure, tragedy, faith, and love. It
shows how, despite incredible dangers and obstacles, one
humble man and a tribe of primitive, violent Indians by joining
together in simple obedience have been transformed forever
by the sovereign will of god. This book, which details Olson’s
missionary work and events from the 1970s to the present,
will stir and encourage the hearts of readers to serve and
follow God passionately.

The First of Men
"Thorndike Press large print basic"--Copyright.
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The Men Who Lost America
Another history pageturner from the authors of the #1
bestsellers George Washington's Secret Six and Thomas
Jefferson and the Tripoli Pirates. The War of 1812 saw
America threatened on every side. Encouraged by the British,
Indian tribes attacked settlers in the West, while the Royal
Navy terrorized the coasts. By mid-1814, President James
Madison's generals had lost control of the war in the North,
losing battles in Canada. Then British troops set the White
House ablaze, and a feeling of hopelessness spread across
the country. Into this dire situation stepped Major General
Andrew Jackson. A native of Tennessee who had witnessed
the horrors of the Revolutionary War and Indian attacks, he
was glad America had finally decided to confront repeated
British aggression. But he feared that President Madison's
men were overlooking the most important target of all: New
Orleans. If the British conquered New Orleans, they would
control the mouth of the Mississippi River, cutting Americans
off from that essential trade route and threatening the
previous decade's Louisiana Purchase. The new nation's
dreams of western expansion would be crushed before they
really got off the ground. So Jackson had to convince
President Madison and his War Department to take him
seriously, even though he wasn't one of the Virginians and
New Englanders who dominated the government. He had to
assemble a coalition of frontier militiamen, French-speaking
Louisianans, Cherokee and Choctaw Indians, freed slaves,
and even some pirates. And he had to defeat the most
powerful military force in the world--in the confusing terrain of
the Louisiana bayous. In short, Jackson needed a miracle.
The local Ursuline nuns set to work praying for his
outnumbered troops. And so the Americans, driven by
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patriotism and protected by prayer, began the battle that
would shape our young nation's destiny. As they did in their
two previous bestsellers, Kilmeade and Yaeger make history
come alive with a riveting true story that will keep you turning
the pages. You'll finish with a new understanding of one of
our greatest generals and a renewed appreciation for the
brave men who fought so that America could one day stretch
"from sea to shining sea."

Andrew Jackson and the Miracle of New Orleans
A master historian traces the flourishing of organized religion
in Manhattan between the 1880s and the 1960s, revealing
how faith adapted and thrived in the supposed capital of
American secularism. In Gilded Age Manhattan, Catholic,
Jewish, and Protestant leaders agonized over the fate of
traditional religious practice amid chaotic and multiplying
pluralism. Massive immigration, the anonymity of urban life,
and modernity's rationalism, bureaucratization, and
professionalization seemingly eviscerated the sense of
religious community. Yet fears of religion's demise were
dramatically overblown. Jon Butler finds a spiritual hothouse
in the supposed capital of American secularism. By the 1950s
Manhattan was full of the sacred. Catholics, Jews, and
Protestants peppered the borough with sanctuaries great and
small. Manhattan became a center of religious publishing and
broadcasting and was home to august spiritual reformers
from Reinhold Niebuhr to Abraham Heschel, Dorothy Day,
and Norman Vincent Peale. A host of white nontraditional
groups met in midtown hotels, while black worshippers
gathered in Harlem's storefront churches. Though denied the
ministry almost everywhere, women shaped the lived religion
of congregations, founded missionary societies, and, in
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organizations such as the Zionist Hadassah, fused spirituality
and political activism. And after 1945, when Manhattan's
young families rushed to New Jersey and Long Island's
booming suburbs, they recreated the religious institutions that
had shaped their youth. God in Gotham portrays a city where
people of faith engaged modernity rather than floundered in it.
Far from the world of "disenchantment" that sociologist Max
Weber bemoaned, modern Manhattan actually birthed an
urban spiritual landscape of unparalleled breadth, suggesting
that modernity enabled rather than crippled religion in
America well into the 1960s.

The American Miracle
Describes the military history of the American Revolution and
the grim realities of the eight-year conflict while offering
descriptions of the major engagements on land and sea and
the decisions that influenced the course of the war.

A Miracle, A Universe
From the foremost historian of 20th century Spain, A People
Betrayed is the story of the devastating betrayal of Spain by
its political class, its military and its Church.

The Almost Nearly Perfect People
Perhaps the most revered American of all, George
Washington has long been considered a stoic leader who
held himself above the fray of political infighting. What has
gone unnoticed about the much-researched life of
Washington is that he was in fact a consummate politician, as
historian John Ferling shows in this revealing and provocative
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new book. As leader of the Continental Army, Washington's
keen political savvy enabled him not only to outwit superior
British forces, but--even more challenging--to manage the
fractious and intrusive Continental Congress. Despite dire
setbacks early in the war, Washington deftly outmaneuvered
rival generals and defused dissent from officers below him,
ending the war with the status of a national icon. His carefully
burnished reputation allowed Washington, as president, to
lead the country under the guise of non-partisanship for
almost all of his eight years in office. Washington, Ferling
argues, was not only one of America's most adroit politicians,
he was easily the most successful of all time--so successful,
in fact, that he is no longer thought of as having been
political.

The Secret Life of Groceries
In this book, Aaron Forsberg presents an arresting account of
Japan's postwar economic resurgence in a world polarized by
the Cold War. His fresh interpretation highlights the many
connections between Japan's economic revival and changes
that occurred in the wider world during the 1950s. Drawing on
a wealth of recently released American, British, and Japanese
archival records, Forsberg demonstrates that American Cold
War strategy and the U.S. commitment to liberal trade played
a central role in promoting Japanese economic welfare and in
forging the economic relationship between Japan and the
United States. The price of economic opportunity and
interdependence, however, was a strong undercurrent of
mutual frustration, as patterns of conflict and compromise
over trade, investment, and relations with China continued to
characterize the postwar U.S.-Japanese relationship.
Forsberg's emphasis on the dynamic interaction of Cold War
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strategy, the business environment, and Japanese
development challenges "revisionist" interpretations of
Japan's success. In exploring the complex origins of the
U.S.-led international economy that has outlasted the Cold
War, Forsberg refutes the claim that the U.S. government
sacrificed American commercial interests in favor of its
military partnership with Japan.

A People Betrayed
Amid a great collection of scholarship and narrative history on
the Revolutionary War and the American struggle for
independence, there is a gaping hole; one that John Ferling's
latest book, Whirlwind, will fill. Books chronicling the
Revolution have largely ranged from multivolume tomes that
appeal to scholars and the most serious general readers to
microhistories that necessarily gloss over swaths of
Independence-era history with only cursory treatment. Written
in Ferling's engaging and narrative-driven style that made
books like Independence and The Ascent of George
Washington critical and commercial successes, Whirlwind is a
fast-paced and scrupulously told one-volume history of this
epochal time. Balancing social and political concerns of the
period and perspectives of the average American
revolutionary with a careful examination of the war itself,
Ferling has crafted the ideal book for armchair military history
buffs, a book about the causes of the American Revolution,
the war that won it, and the meaning of the Revolution
overall. Combining careful scholarship, arresting detail, and
illustrative storytelling, Whirlwind is a unique and compelling
addition to any collection of books on the American
Revolution.
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The Miracle of Amsterdam
It was an age of fascinating leaders and difficult choices, of
grand ideas eloquently expressed and of epic conflicts bitterly
fought. Now comes a brilliant portrait of the American
Revolution, one that is compelling in its prose, fascinating in
its details, and provocative in its fresh interpretations. In A
Leap in the Dark, John Ferling offers a magisterial new
history that surges from the first rumblings of colonial protest
to the volcanic election of 1800. Ferling's swift-moving
narrative teems with fascinating details. We see Benjamin
Franklin trying to decide if his loyalty was to Great Britain or to
America, and we meet George Washington when he was a
shrewd planter-businessman who discovered personal
economic advantages to American independence. We
encounter those who supported the war against Great Britain
in 1776, but opposed independence because it was a "leap in
the dark." Following the war, we hear talk in the North of
secession from the United States. The author offers a
gripping account of the most dramatic events of our history,
showing just how closely fought were the struggle for
independence, the adoption of the Constitution, and the later
battle between Federalists and Democratic-Republicans. Yet,
without slowing the flow of events, he has also produced a
landmark study of leadership and ideas. Here is all the erratic
brilliance of Hamilton and Jefferson battling to shape the new
nation, and here too is the passion and political shrewdness
of revolutionaries, such as Samuel Adams and Patrick Henry,
and their Loyalist counterparts, Joseph Galloway and Thomas
Hutchinson. Here as well are activists who are not so well
known today, men like Abraham Yates, who battled for
democratic change, and Theodore Sedgwick, who fought to
preserve the political and social system of the colonial past.
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Ferling shows that throughout this period the epic political
battles often resembled today's politics and the
politicians--the founders--played a political hardball attendant
with enmities, selfish motivations, and bitterness. The political
stakes, this book demonstrates, were extraordinary: first to
secure independence, then to determine the meaning of the
American Revolution. John Ferling has shown himself to be
an insightful historian of our Revolution, and an unusually
skillful writer. A Leap in the Dark is his masterpiece, work that
provokes, enlightens, and entertains in full measure.

Independence
In this book, "bestselling author and radio host Michael
Medved recounts some of the most significant events in
America's rise to prosperity and power, from the writing of the
Constitution to the Civil War. He reveals a record of
improbabilities and amazements that demonstrate what the
Founders always believed: that events unfolded according to
a master plan, with destiny playing an unmistakable role in
lifting the nation to greatness.

America’s Miracle Man in Vietnam
A Pulitzer Prize-winning history of the mistreatment of black
Americans. In this 'precise and eloquent work' - as described
in its Pulitzer Prize citation - Douglas A. Blackmon brings to
light one of the most shameful chapters in American history an 'Age of Neoslavery' that thrived in the aftermath of the Civil
War through the dawn of World War II. Using a vast record of
original documents and personal narratives, Blackmon
unearths the lost stories of slaves and their descendants who
journeyed into freedom after the Emancipation Proclamation
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and then back into the shadow of involuntary servitude
thereafter. By turns moving, sobering and shocking, this
unprecedented account reveals these stories, the companies
that profited the most from neoslavery, and the insidious
legacy of racism that reverberates today.

The Book Thief
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations is a miracle.
Why?In an era of growing cultural pessimism, many
thoughtful individuals believe that different civilisationsespecially Islam and the West-cannot live together in peace.
The ten countries of ASEAN provide a thriving counterexample of civilizational co-existence. Here 625m people live
together in peace. This miracle was delivered by ASEAN.In
an era of growing economic pessimism, where many young
people believe that their lives will get worse in coming
decades, Southeast Asia bubbles with optimism. In an era
where many thinkers predict rising geopolitical competition
and tension, ASEAN regularly brings together all the world's
great powers.Stories of peace are told less frequently than
stories of conflict and war. ASEAN's imperfections make
better headlines than its achievements. But in the hands of
thinker and writer Kishore Mahbubani, the good news story is
also a provocation and a challenge to the rest of the
world.This excellent book explains, in clear and simple terms,
how and why ASEAN has become one of the most successful
regional organizations in the world. - George YeoA powerful
and passionate account of how, against all odds, ASEAN
transformed the region and why Asia and the world need it
even more today. - Amitav Acharya

Introduction to Modern Economic Growth
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DIVThe loss of America was a stunning and unexpected
defeat for the powerful British Empire. Common wisdom has
held that incompetent military commanders and political
leaders in Britain must have been to blame, but were they?
This intriguing book makes a different argument. Weaving
together the personal stories of ten prominent men who
directed the British dimension of the war, historian Andrew
Oâ€™Shaughnessy dispels the incompetence myth and
uncovers the real reasons that rebellious colonials were able
to achieve their surprising victory./divDIV /divDIVIn interlinked
biographical chapters, the author follows the course of the
war from the perspectives of King George III, Prime Minister
Lord North, military leaders including General Burgoyne, the
Earl of Sandwich, and others who, for the most part, led ably
and even brilliantly. Victories were frequent, and in fact the
British conquered every American city at some stage of the
Revolutionary War. Yet roiling political complexities at home,
combined with the fervency of the fighting Americans, proved
fatal to the British war effort. The book concludes with a
penetrating assessment of the years after Yorktown, when
the British achieved victories against the French and Spanish,
thereby keeping intact what remained of the British
Empire./div

ASEAN Miracle
What's being widely regarded as "one of the most life
changing books ever written" may be the simplest approach
to achieving everything you've ever wanted, and faster than
you ever thought possible. What if you could wake up
tomorrow and any-or EVERY-area of your life was beginning
to transform? What would you change? The Miracle Morning
is already transforming the lives of tens of thousands of
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people around the world by showing them how to wake up
each day with more ENERGY, MOTIVATION, and FOCUS to
take your life to the next level. It's been right here in front of
us all along, but this book has finally brought it to life. Are you
ready? The next chapter of YOUR life-the most extraordinary
life you've ever imagined-is about to begin. It's time to WAKE
UP to your full potential

Miracle Creek
Written in the authoritative and narrative-driven style that
made his books The Ascent of George Washington and
Jefferson and Hamilton critical and commercial successes,
John Ferling's Whirlwind will become the definitive history of
the American Revolution for our time. A master historian and
superb teller of history, Ferling illuminates the years 1763 to
1783--from the end of the French and Indian War that left
England triumphant in North America to the signing of the
Treaty of Paris in September 1783 and the final departure of
British troops from New York City in November of that year.
Ferling is as astute at analyzing the causes and politics of the
American Revolution as he is skilled at narrating the battles of
the Revolutionary War. With original insight, he chronicles the
myriad and complex events and contentious viewpoints that
drove Americans in their insurgency against Great Britain and
sustained them in the seemingly quixotic belief that they
could win their independence. He takes us to the halls of
power in Parliament and the streets of London to view the
Revolution from all British perspectives. He presents the
individual battles, from Lexington and Concord to Yorktown,
in a fresh and dramatic new light. With a wide scope and
penetrating insight, embracing characters both celebrated
and unknown, John Ferling brings the most important event in
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America's history to a new generation of American readers.

The Miracle of America
Written by John Ferling, one of America's leading historians
of the Revolutionary era, The First of Men offers an
illuminating portrait of George Washington's life, with
emphasis on his military and political career. Here is a riveting
account that captures Washington in all his complexity,
recounting not only Washington's familiar sterling
qualities--courage, industry, ability to make difficult decisions,
ceaseless striving for self-improvement, love of his family and
loyalty to friends--but also his less well known character
flaws. Indeed, as Ferling shows, Washington had to
overcome many negative traits as he matured into a leader.
The young Washington was accused of ingratitude and
certain of his letters from this period read as if they were
written by "a pompous martinet and a whining, petulant brat."
As commander-in-chief of the Continental Army, he lost his
temper more than once and indulged flatterers. Aaron Burr
found him "a boring, colorless person." As president, he often
believed the worst about individual officials. Ferling concludes
that Washington's personality and temperament were those
of "a self-centered and self-absorbed man, one who since
youth had exhibited a fragile self-esteem." And yet he
managed to realize virtually every grand design he ever
conceived. Ferling's Washington is driven, fired by ambition,
envy, and dreams of fame and fortune. Yet his leadership and
character galvanized the American Revolution--probably no
one else could have kept the war going until the master
stroke at Yorktown--and helped the fledgling nation take, and
survive, its first unsteady steps. This superb paperback
makes available once again an unflinchingly honest and
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compelling biography of the father of our country.

God in Gotham
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international
bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions of readers
HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939.
Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has
never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a
foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken
away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is
her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when
the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION
- THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10thanniversary edition features pages of bonus content,
including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and
pages from the author's writing notebook.

Bruchko And The Motilone Miracle
A story of family identity and belonging follows an Indian
family through the marriage of their daughter, from the
parents' arrival in the United States to the return of their
estranged son.

Almost a Miracle
THE STRUGGLE FOR THE SOUL OF AMERICA Now, for
the first time ever, the American Heritage Education
Foundation presents a new book that explores the correlation
between America s philosophical origins and the Bible Miracle
of America shows how the Bible and Judeo-Christian thought
are arguably the nation s most significant foundational root
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and its enduring source of strength. Professional educators
and historians have praised Miracle of America as the firstever systematic analysis of the relationship between key
American political principles and Judeo-Christian ideas.

The Miracle Morning
On the fortieth anniversary of the historic "Miracle on Ice,"
Mike Eruzione--the captain of the 1980 U.S Men's Olympic
Hockey Team, who scored the winning goal--recounts his
amazing career on ice, the legendary upset against the
Soviets, and winning the gold medal. It is the greatest
American underdog sports story ever told: how a team of
college kids and unsigned amateurs, under the tutelage of
legendary coach--and legendary taskmaster--Herb Brooks,
beat the elite Soviet hockey team on their way to winning the
gold medal at the 1980 Lake Placid Olympics. No one
believed the scrappy Americans had a real shot at winning.
Despite being undefeated, the U.S.--the youngest team in the
competition--were facing off against the four-time defending
gold medalist Russians. But the Americans' irrepressible
optimism, skill, and fearless attitude helped them outplay the
seasoned Soviet team and deliver their iconic win. As captain,
Mike Eruzione led his team on the ice on that Friday,
February 22, 1980. But beating the U.S.S.R was only one of
the numerous challenges Mike has faced in his life. In this
inspiring memoir, he recounts the obstacles he has
overcome, from his blue-collar upbringing in Winthrop,
Massachusetts, to his battle to make the Boston University
squad; his challenges in the minor leagues and international
tournaments to his selection to the U.S. team and their run for
gold. He also talks about the aftermath of that stupendous
win that inspired and united the nation at a time of crisis in its
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history. Eruzione has lived a hockey life full of unexpected
twists and surprising turns. Al Michaels' famous call in
1980--"do you believe in miracles? YES!"--could have been
about Mike himself. Filled with vivid portraits--from his hardworking, irrepressible father to the irascible Herb Brooks to
the Russian hall of famers Tretiak, Kharlamov, Makarov, and
Fetisov--this lively, fascinating look back is destined to
become a sports classic and is a must for hockey fans,
especially those who witnessed that miraculous day.

Don't Shoot
Four years after his daughter was abducted and evidence of
her murder was found in an abandoned shack, a man returns
to the shack in response to a note claiming to be from God,
and has a life-changing experience.

The Making of a Miracle
It was a contest of titans: John Adams and Thomas Jefferson,
two heroes of the Revolutionary era, once intimate friends,
now icy antagonists locked in a fierce battle for the future of
the United States. The election of 1800 was a thunderous
clash of a campaign that climaxed in a deadlock in the
Electoral College and led to a crisis in which the young
republic teetered on the edge of collapse. Adams vs.
Jefferson is the gripping account of a turning point in
American history, a dramatic struggle between two parties
with profoundly different visions of how the nation should be
governed. The Federalists, led by Adams, were conservatives
who favored a strong central government. The Republicans,
led by Jefferson, were more egalitarian and believed that the
Federalists had betrayed the Revolution of 1776 and were
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backsliding toward monarchy. The campaign itself was a
barroom brawl every bit as ruthless as any modern contest,
with mud-slinging, scare tactics, and backstabbing. The low
point came when Alexander Hamilton printed a devastating
attack on Adams, the head of his own party, in "fifty-four
pages of unremitting vilification." The stalemate in the
Electoral College dragged on through dozens of ballots.
Tensions ran so high that the Republicans threatened civil
war if the Federalists denied Jefferson the presidency. Finally
a secret deal that changed a single vote gave Jefferson the
White House. A devastated Adams left Washington before
dawn on Inauguration Day, too embittered even to shake his
rival's hand. With magisterial command, Ferling brings to life
both the outsize personalities and the hotly contested political
questions at stake. He shows not just why this moment was a
milestone in U.S. history, but how strongly the issues--and the
passions--of 1800 resonate with our own time.

Whirlwind
How America's high standard of living came to be and why
future growth is under threat In the century after the Civil War,
an economic revolution improved the American standard of
living in ways previously unimaginable. Electric lighting,
indoor plumbing, motor vehicles, air travel, and television
transformed households and workplaces. But has that era of
unprecedented growth come to an end? Weaving together a
vivid narrative, historical anecdotes, and economic analysis,
The Rise and Fall of American Growth challenges the view
that economic growth will continue unabated, and
demonstrates that the life-altering scale of innovations
between 1870 and 1970 cannot be repeated. Robert Gordon
contends that the nation's productivity growth will be further
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held back by the headwinds of rising inequality, stagnating
education, an aging population, and the rising debt of college
students and the federal government, and that we must find
new solutions. A critical voice in the most pressing debates of
our time, The Rise and Fall of American Growth is at once a
tribute to a century of radical change and a harbinger of
tougher times to come.

The Malaria Project
On July 9, 1755, British and colonial troops under the
command of General Edward Braddock suffered a crushing
defeat to French and Native American enemy forces in Ohio
Country. Known as the Battle of the Monongahela, the loss
altered the trajectory of the Seven Years' War in America,
escalating the fighting and shifting the balance of power. An
unprecedented rout of a modern and powerful British army by
a predominantly Indian force, Monongahela shocked the
colonial world--and also planted the first seeds of an
independent American consciousness. The culmination of a
failed attempt to capture Fort Duquesne from the French,
Braddock's Defeat was a pivotal moment in American and
world history. While the defeat is often blamed on blundering
and arrogance on the part of General Braddock--who was
wounded in battle and died the next day--David Preston's
gripping new work argues that such a claim diminishes the
victory that Indian and French forces won by their superior
discipline and leadership. In fact, the French Canadian officer
Captain Beaujeu had greater tactical skill, reconnaissance,
and execution, and his Indian allies were the most effective
and disciplined troops on the field. Preston also explores the
long shadow cast by Braddock's Defeat over the 18th century
and the American Revolution two decades later. The
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campaign had been an awakening to empire for many British
Americans, spawning ideas of American identity and
anticipating many of the political and social divisions that
would erupt with the outbreak of the Revolution. Braddock's
Defeat was the defining generational experience for many
British and American officers, including Thomas Gage,
Horatio Gates, and perhaps most significantly, George
Washington. A rich battle history driven by a gripping
narrative and an abundance of new evidence,Braddock's
Defeat presents the fullest account yet of this defining
moment in early American history.

Jefferson and Hamilton
NAMED THE #1 BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, A WITTY, INFORMATIVE,
AND POPULAR TRAVELOGUE ABOUT THE
SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES AND HOW THEY MAY NOT
BE AS HAPPY OR AS PERFECT AS WE ASSUME
Journalist Michael Booth has lived among the Scandinavians
for more than ten years, and he has grown increasingly
frustrated with the rose-tinted view of this part of the world
offered up by the Western media. In this timely book he
leaves his adopted home of Denmark and embarks on a
journey through all five of the Nordic countries to discover
who these curious tribes are, the secrets of their success,
and, most intriguing of all, what they think of one another.
Why are the Danes so happy, despite having the highest
taxes? Do the Finns really have the best education system?
Are the Icelanders as feral as they sometimes appear? How
are the Norwegians spending their fantastic oil wealth? And
why do all of them hate the Swedes? In The Almost Nearly
Perfect People Michael Booth explains who the
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Scandinavians are, how they differ and why, and what their
quirks and foibles are, and he explores why these societies
have become so successful and models for the world. Along
the way a more nuanced, often darker picture emerges of a
region plagued by taboos, characterized by suffocating
parochialism, and populated by extremists of various shades.
They may very well be almost nearly perfect, but it isn't easy
being Scandinavian.

The Shack
A spellbinding history of the epic rivalry that shaped our
republic: Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, and their
competing visions for America.

Slavery by Another Name
I: A MIRACLE, A UNIVERSE

The Rise and Fall of American Growth
Created and compiled by Krauthammer before his death, this
is a powerful collection of the influential columnist's most
important works. Edited and includes an introduction by the
columnist's son, Daniel Krauthammer, it is the most intimate
and profound book yet by the legendary writer and thinker.

Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982: A Novel
Introduction to Modern Economic Growth is a groundbreaking
text from one of today's leading economists. Daron Acemoglu
gives graduate students not only the tools to analyze growth
and related macroeconomic problems, but also the broad
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perspective needed to apply those tools to the big-picture
questions of growth and divergence. And he introduces the
economic and mathematical foundations of modern growth
theory and macroeconomics in a rigorous but easy to follow
manner. After covering the necessary background on
dynamic general equilibrium and dynamic optimization, the
book presents the basic workhorse models of growth and
takes students to the frontier areas of growth theory, including
models of human capital, endogenous technological change,
technology transfer, international trade, economic
development, and political economy. The book integrates
these theories with data and shows how theoretical
approaches can lead to better perspectives on the
fundamental causes of economic growth and the wealth of
nations. Innovative and authoritative, this book is likely to
shape how economic growth is taught and learned for years
to come. Introduces all the foundations for understanding
economic growth and dynamic macroeconomic analysis
Focuses on the big-picture questions of economic growth
Provides mathematical foundations Presents dynamic general
equilibrium Covers models such as basic Solow, neoclassical
growth, and overlapping generations, as well as models of
endogenous technology and international linkages Addresses
frontier research areas such as international linkages,
international trade, political economy, and economic
development and structural change An accompanying
Student Solutions Manual containing the answers to selected
exercises is available (978-0-691-14163-3/$24.95). See:
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8970.html. For Professors
only: To access a complete solutions manual online, email us
at: acemoglusolutions@press.princeton.edu

Adams vs. Jefferson
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With magisterial command and an unmatched sense of
drama, John Ferling traces the political journey from protest
to Revolution. Independence takes readers from the
battlefields of Bunker Hill to the cobblestones of Philadelphia
and into the halls of Parliament, where furious debate erupted
over how to deal with the rebellion. Independence is not only
the story of how freedom was won, but how an empire was
lost.

A Leap in the Dark
In this page-turning exposé, author Benjamin Lorr pulls back
the curtain on the highly secretive grocery industry.
Combining deep sourcing, immersive reporting, and sharp,
often laugh-out-loud prose, Lorr leads a wild investigation,
asking what does it take to run a supermarket? How does our
food get on the shelves? And who suffers for our increasing
demands for convenience and efficiency? In this journey:
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